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Fischer Panda UK Reveals Expanded
Product Range at Emergency Services
Show 2022

Emergency Services Show 2022, 21st to 22nd September 2022, NEC, Birmingham,
Stand G40

Hybrid power solutions supplier Fischer Panda UK will demonstrate its
expansion as an industry-leading integrated systems partner at this year’s
Emergency Services Show.



Forming its strategy to grow its presence in the commercial vehicle market,
Fischer Panda UK will showcase its range of hybrid, mobile power equipment
and air-conditioning and refrigeration systems to share what it can offer
operators in the emergency services.

The company remains at the forefront of innovations in customised hybrid
and electric power solutions across the vehicle and military sectors, offering
many benefits to customers, operators and vehicle builders. Its recent
‘Outreach Project’ involved the supply and installation of hybrid mobile
power applications on over 50 specialist vehicles used for vital medical
services within communities.

EMS Healthcare, part of The EMS Group, owns, operates and manages one the
UK’s most extensive fleets of flexible mobile medical units and vehicles. The
EMS Group has been supporting healthcare providers for over 20 years in the
provision of cost effective mobile medical solutions, which Fischer Panda UK
were proud to support.

Ian Saunders, Fischer Panda UK’s Vehicle & Specialist Applications Sales
Manager said: “Being the UK’s exclusive distributor for Autoclima and
Mastervolt, puts us ahead as technical specialist integrators offering supply,
installation and service of complete customised solutions, including hybrid
electric and mobile power systems, with or without generators, for specialist
application vehicles.”

He added: “We look forward to attending the next Emergency Services Show,
which will enable us to meet industry stakeholders and to discuss their needs
including their targets to reduce CO2 emissions, an area we contribute to
significantly for our existing clients.”

David Payne, Fischer Panda UK’s Technical Sales Director will also attend the
show. David has over 20 years of experience in the automotive industry,
having worked with innovative market leading manufactures of hybrid diesel
generators, power electronics, batteries and specialist hardware system
builders.

Fischer Panda UK is based at a 9,000 sq. feet facility in Verwood, Dorset, with
almost 30 years’ experience across the vehicle, military and marine sectors.



For updates leading up to the show follow Fischer Panda UK on LinkedIn and
for more information on its range of vehicle power solutions visit
www.fischerpanda.co.uk .
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About Fischer Panda UK

Fischer Panda UK Ltd offers full-system design capability, servicing and
aftercare as a leading distributor of diesel generators, air-conditioning
systems, hybrid electric solutions and integrated mobile power solutions for a
variety of commercial and specialist application vehicles.

Renowned worldwide as innovative, reliable and extremely quiet, the
extensive Fischer Panda range of compact diesel generators includes its next
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generation highly efficient and powerful variable speed iSeries-Generators.
Other world-class products from Fischer Panda UK include mobile power
solutions working as the exclusive UK automotive distributor for Mastervolt
and a wide range of refrigeration and air-conditioning solutions as the UK
exclusive distributor for Autoclima.

Fischer Panda UK was among the first companies to achieve ISO UKAS
9000:2015 accreditation and operates from a purpose built 9,000 sq. ft
facility in Verwood, Dorset.

Active in the military and automotive sectors, the company works with UK
MOD and other military units around the world providing solutions for
specialist vehicle and land-based applications. Two thirds of Formula 1
mobile truck units install Fischer Panda generators, as do the BBC, Sky and
many other mobile broadcasting vehicles.

Operating since 1977, Fischer Panda GmbH is headquartered in Paderborn,
Germany. The Fischer Panda team covers more than 500 technicians and
partners in over 90 countries worldwide.


